
The ‘Farm Safety’ activity pack was first developed in partnership between
school nurses and the Health Promotion Service, Homefirst Community Trust, the
Health and Safety Executive for Northern Ireland (HSENI) and the North Eastern
Education and Library Board. Special thanks go to Kathleen Mulholland, Childhood
Injury Prevention Health Visitor, Una Cosgrove, formerly of the Health Promoting
Schools Initiative, NEELB and participating school principals and teaching staff who
have all contributed to the development of the original resource.

The pack has now been rebadged as part of the “Be Aware Kids” Child Safety on Farms
Campaign. 
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Introduction

The “Be Aware Kids” Child Safety on Farms Campaign was developed in recognition that
farm fatalities for children remain unacceptably high. In the 10 years previous to the “Be
Aware Kids” Child Safety on Farms Campaign commencing, 18 children within Northern
Ireland have died as a result of a farm accident.

Since the launch of the “Be Aware Kids” Child Safety on Farms Campaign there have
been positive improvements to ensure the goal of eliminating all child deaths on farms is
achieved.

On the farm, the home is frequently situated near to where farming activities take place,
therefore exposing children living, working or visiting the farm to the risk of injury from
farmyard machinery, equipment, pesticides, slurry pits, large animals and unsafe stacking
and storage.

When addressing accidents, three broad-based approaches have been identified:
educational, environmental modifications and legislation. While each of these has merits,
their benefits are maximised when working together. Educational programmes aim to
change an individual’s behaviour. Environmental changes impact upon improving
conditions while reinforcement addresses accident prevention by reinforcing safety
practices. In order to maximise the opportunities offered by these three strands, working
across disciplines and in partnership
is necessary.

Currently, HSENI use their legal powers to challenge unsafe farm practices and promote
farm safety within the primary school setting. However, given the enormity of the task
and the limited number of health and safety inspectors available to target all rural
schools, a partnership has been developed between HSENI, school nurses, the Health
Promotion Service and the North Eastern Education and Library Board to address this
situation.
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Through this partnership, farm safety teaching materials/resources for Key Stages
1 and 2 pupils have been developed. The pack has been designed to be delivered
through different facilitators e.g. teachers, school nurses or for outside the school
environment. The Activity Pack contains the following:

• Lesson Plans
• Follow-up Activities
• Information Sheets
• A CD-ROM containing a video depicting the main dangers on a farm and a poster

competition (See inside back cover).
• Selected photographs and two leaflets ‘Avoid Harm on the Farm’, an adult’s guide and

a children’s guide (see inside front cover)
• Evaluation Sheets
• Children’s Certificate of Achievement

Furthermore, age appropriate support materials will be used to reinforce the safety issues
identified.

Each pupil attending the farm safety programme will receive a safety check list and
information leaflets. It is anticipated that the pupil’s parent/carer will use the safety check
list to assess farm practices and to take remedial action if necessary.
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Prior to commencement of class
Assess classroom layout and if it needs to be changed for the duration of the
session, this should only be done following consultation with the class teacher
At the start of the session the facilitator should greet the pupils and introduce
themselves (first name will be sufficient)

Pupils are learning to:

• Identify the main dangers on a farm and why they pose a risk

• Be aware of what they can do to minimise identified risks

Facilitator will familiarise pupils with the activity:

Tell pupils what you and they are going to do during the session and explain the
general and specific purpose of the activity
Try to get the feel of an appropriate rate of learning for the pupils (it may be
useful to have discussed this with the class teacher prior to commencing
the lesson)
Establish contract/ground rules eg right to be listened to, not to interrupt
Explaining limits of confidentiality within scope of practice
Be prepared to be flexible; there is no point pressing on to meet a lesson target if
the pupils have not understood the previous information
Keep to the task, encourage discussion but give direction
Know the subject matter and lesson plan. Being one step ahead will make you
feel more confident.  If you are unsure of an answer, admit it but return with the
correct answer – learn together
Evaluate the pupils’ knowledge by asking open ended questions
Towards the end of the lesson, go over the points covered
Time should be allowed for pupils to reflect on and verbalise what they
have learnt
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If the facilitator is a school nurse involved in delivering
health promotion programmes they should:

1. Discuss health promotion activity with the school Principal/Health Education Co-
ordinator or class teacher in advance of any teaching session to ensure that the activity
meets the needs of the pupils as individuals and school curriculum

2. Be familiar with existing school policy within the school in relation to the management
of disruptive behaviour, pupil safety etc

3. Act in accordance with professional code of conduct (NMC Code of Professional
Conduct 2003)

4. Forward details of each health promotion activity to line manager
5. Evaluate each health promotion session through pupil and teacher questionnaire

At the end of the session:

• Distribute “Avoid Harm on the Farm” – Children’s Guide and “Are Children
At Risk On Your Farm?” Safety Checklist (encourage pupils to take this
information home and discuss with their parent/carer)

• Distribute handout Things I Have Learnt About Farm Safety (encourage pupils
to take this information home and discuss with parent/carer)

• Distribute teacher and pupil evaluation forms

• Each pupil will receive a Certificate of Achievement
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Information for Farm

Safety Activity

Farm Safety is particularly important to prevent accidents given that agriculture
has one of the highest fatal accident rates of any industry in the United Kingdom. It
is also the only high risk industry that has to deal with the constant presence of
children.

The proximity of children in such high risk areas is largely due to the fact that farms
are generally workplaces as well as homes.
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28,000 FARMS IN NORTHERN IRELAND

54,000 PEOPLE WORK ON FARMS

FAMILY HOMES CLOSE TO THE WORKSITE

LIVESTOCK FARMING IS DOMINANT

CHILD FATALITIES ON NORTHERN IRELAND FARMS

1970 - 1979

1980 - 1989

1990 - 1999

2000 - 2005

22

23

14

8

Did you know
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Information for Farm

Safety Activity
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BETWEEN 1995 AND 2005, 18 CHILDREN DIED IN
NI FARM INCIDENTS

Fell from moving tractors

Drowned

Struck by falling objects

Contact with machinery or vehicles

Attacked by a cow

By fire

CAUSES OF CHILD FATALITIES ON NI FARMS 1970 - 2005

Machinery

Fall from a moving tractor

Run over by tractor/vehicle

Contact with field machinery

Trapped by overturned tractor

Hit by runaway tractor

Caught in PTO

TOTAL

Other Causes

Drowning

Struck by a falling object

Buried in grass silo

Trapped by a parlour gate

Attacked by a cow

Fire in a farm building

TOTAL

It is illegal for a child* to be carried on or
permitted to operate a tractor or agricultural
machine
*a person of under 13 years

Did you know

Other information available at: www.hseni.gov.uk

14

8

8

3

2

1

36

14

10

3

2

1

1

31

6

5 

3 

2 

1 

1 



Setting the Scene

To encourage pupils to start to think about safety, start
each lesson by:

• Asking pupils what they understand by the term/words ‘keeping safe’

• Write pupils’ ideas on the board. You may wish to categorise them eg where
you need to keep safe eg road, home. What the word ‘safe’ means or how
to keep yourself safe

• Highlight the main areas identified and discuss briefly

• Advise pupils that the purpose of the lesson is to look at one particular area
of safety...
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Farm safety and how they can stay safe when visiting
or living on a farm
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P1 ‐ P2

Lesson Plan

Introduction

• As a class, ask how many children live on a farm or have visited a farm

• Ask one or two pupils to briefly tell the class what type of animals live on
their farm

Main Activity

• Together with the facilitator, pupils will look at 1 – 2 pictures (depending on the
group – allow pupils to choose picture)

• Ask pupils to describe what they see in the picture (colour of tractor, what the
boy is doing)

• Pupils will be asked to identify the danger in each picture (what the child is
doing that is dangerous or how the item in the picture could be dangerous)

• Together with the facilitator, the pupils will identify what they could do to keep
safe if they were in a similar situation as depicted in the photograph

• Together with the facilitator pupils will develop one rule/safety message for
keeping safe on the farm

• Repeat above activity for second photograph

Follow‐Up Activities

• Tractor safety activity

• Animal mothers and their babies painting

• Draw a picture of a farm machine they would see on a farm

• Class visit from local farmer/member of a farming family

• View Dangerous Playground video and organise in-house poster competition (see
back page)
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P3 ‐ P4

Lesson Plan

Introduction

• As a class, ask how many children live on a farm or have visited a farm

• Ask one or two pupils to briefly tell the class what type of a farm they live on eg
beef, dairy, sheep etc and the type of activities that take place

Main Activity

• Pupils will be divided into groups with each group given a photograph and asked
to identify the danger

• Ask pupils to identify if there is anything dangerous in the photograph, if
anything dangerous is about to happen?

• Each group will feed their identified danger to the facilitator, who will write them
on the blackboard

• Together the class will discuss why farms can be dangerous

• Using their original photograph, each group will develop one rule for keeping safe
on the farm

• Together class will develop five safety rules from the safety rules (form enclosed)

• Each group will feed rule back to facilitator who will write it up on the board
with appropriate photograph
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P3 ‐ P4

Lesson Plan

Follow‐Up Activities

• Tractor safety role play

• Animal mothers and their babies drama

• Develop safety posters based on the safety rules developed in class

• Develop a safety cube

• Play the farm safety game – ‘Avoid Harm on the Farm ’

• Have a field trip to a farm

• Invite a person from the farming community to speak to pupils about farm safety
(visitor technique)

• Machinery dangers

• View Dangerous Playground video and organise in-house poster competition (see
back page)
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P5 ‐ P7

Lesson Plan
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Introduction

• Pair and share – ask pupil to join up with a partner to make a short list of dangers
you would find on the farms; pupils can decide which danger can be categorised
together eg farm machinery, animals etc

• Bring back together to discuss findings

Main Activity

• Each group will be given a photograph(s) of farm dangers 

• Pupils will identify and discuss the dangers and predict what may happen next

• Pupils will record dangers

• Pupils will come together as a group to share their findings

• Each group will address their identified dangers and develop safety rules

• Pupils will record the safety rules and share with class

• Imaginary farm design by P7 pupils may be able to differentiate between rules for
children and rules for farmers

• Conclude with pupils viewing Dangerous Playground video
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P5 ‐ P7

Lesson Plan

Follow‐Up Activities

• Data handling activity

• Design a leaflet to tell parents about farm dangers

• Dangers on the farm activity

• Play farm safety game – ‘Avoid Harm on the Farm’

• Have a field trip to a farm

• Invite a person from the farming community to speak to pupils about farm safety
(visitor technique)

• View Dangerous Playground video and organise in-house poster competition (see
back page)
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P1 ‐ P2

Tractor Safety Activity

• The facilitator may wish to demonstrate this activity in the first instance

• Ask a pupil to sit on a chair and pretend it is a tractor seat

• Other pupils can make tractor sounds while one pupil sneaks from behind to the
front of the seat

• Instruct the pupil to ask for a ride when he/she is in front of the ‘tyre’

Ask Pupils

• What happened when it was noisy; could the driver hear?

• Stress to the pupils that they should never ride on or ask for a ride on a tractor

• To stay away from machinery

• Never play or hide under or around a tractor or machinery
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P1 ‐ P2

Animal Mothers and Their Babies

• Encourage pupils to draw a picture of a mother animal and her baby

• Use pupils’ drawings to discuss safety issues relating to animals and
their young

Drama

• Discuss with class what signs there might be to show that an animal is more
dangerous than usual

- Pawing the ground

- Snorting

- Growling

- Hissing

- Pecking

- Flapping wings quickly

• Ask the pupils to act out these behaviours

• Emphasise to the class:

- That even friendly animals can be unpredictable

- Stay away from animals especially large animals

- Stay away from animals with newborn or young

- Stay calm, speak quietly and move slowly when around animals
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P3 - P4P3 - P4
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P3 ‐ P4

Tractor Safety Activity

• The facilitator may wish to demonstrate this activity in the first instance

• Ask a pupil to sit on a chair and pretend it is a tractor seat

• Other pupils can make tractor sounds while one pupil sneaks from behind to the
front of the seat

• Instruct the pupil to ask for a ride when he/she is in front of the ‘tyre’

Ask Pupils

• What happened when it was noisy; could the driver hear?

• Stress to the pupils that they should never ride on or ask for a ride on a tractor

• To stay away from machinery

• Never play or hide under or around a tractor or machinery
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P3 ‐ P4

Animal Mothers and Their Babies

• Encourage pupils to draw a picture of a mother animal and her baby

• Use pupils’ drawings to discuss safety issues relating to animals and
their young

Drama

• Discuss with class what signs there might be to show that an animal is more
dangerous than usual

- Pawing the ground

- Snorting

- Growling

- Hissing

- Pecking

- Flapping wings quickly

• Ask the pupils to act out these behaviours

• Emphasise to the class:

- That even friendly animals can be unpredictable

- Stay away from animals especially large animals

- Stay away from animals with newborn or young

- Stay calm, speak quietly and move slowly when around animals
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P3 ‐ P4

Farm Safety Cube
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Photocopy and enlarge to A3 size
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P3 ‐ P4

How to use Farm Safety Cube

• Pupils can stick or draw pictures of farm dangers onto the cube

• Cube can be used to discuss farm safety either as a circle time activity where
pupils will pass the cube to each other and talk about their chosen picture or as a
throw and talk activity

• Cube can be used to form part of a farm safety display
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P3 ‐ P4

Machinery Dangers

• Machinery on the farm can be dangerous

• Ask pupils to develop a collage using pictures of farm machinery from
magazines/newspapers (pupils from farming backgrounds may be able to help
provide relevant magazines and newspapers)

• You might like to divide the collage into different types of machinery and ask
pupils to identify dangers associated with each type of machinery and how they
could be avoided
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P3 ‐ P4

5 Rules for Farm Safety
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P3 ‐ P4

Personal Development ‐ The ‘Visitor Technique’

Many schools invite visitors to their school or to individual classrooms. This
technique aims to get the most from such a visit. It is in line with developments in
thinking skills and capabilities within the revised curriculum and follows the Plan Do
Review approach.
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PLAN DO

REVIEW
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P3 ‐ P4

Personal Development ‐ The ‘Visitor Technique’

The following are suggested starting points:

PLAN

• How will we invite the visitor? (Telephone, letter, email)  How will we word the
letter?  Does the visitor need directions?

• What do we want to find out about?  What questions will we ask?  Generate, sort
and allocate the questions to particular pupils. Rehearse the questions.

• Will the visitor want to ask us any questions?  How will we do this?
• How does the classroom need to be arranged?
• Will we thank the visitor at the end of the visit?  What will we say and who will do

that?
• How will we behave when the visitor is here?
• Does the visitor need to be met and escorted to and from the classroom?  Who will

do this?  What would you say when you meet the visitor at the reception and when
they are leaving?

DO

The pupils carry out the tasks as discussed

REVIEW

• After the visit, it is useful to look at these areas:
• What did we learn?
• What did we learn from having a visitor that was different from books or the

computer?
• Did the visit go the way we expected or did things happen we had not planned

for? If so, how did we cope with the unexpected?
• What would we do differently the next time?

Do we need to thank the visitor eg with a letter? What will we say?
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P5 ‐ P7

Data Handling Activity

• Give each group the farm accident data or direct to website –
www.hseni.gov.uk

• Ask pupils to rank accidents starting with the accident which caused most deaths

• Pupils can carry out a range of data handling activities eg plotting, averaging –
pie chart etc

• Discuss findings
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P5 ‐ P7

Dangers on the Farm

• Listed below are words associated with farms (photocopy as required)

• Divide pupils into groups

• Give each group a number of words

• Ask each group to identify what is the main danger associated with the word
and a safety message to address that danger (see list of Useful Websites &
HSENI Factsheet)

TRACTOR
Main Danger

Safety Message

SLURRY PIT
Main Danger

Safety Message

QUAD BIKE
Main Danger

Safety Message
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P5 ‐ P7

Dangers on the Farm
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Main Danger

Safety Message

COW & CALF
Main Danger

Safety Message

BULL
Main Danger

Safety Message

CHEMICALS
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P5 ‐ P7

Dangers on the Farm

Main Danger

Safety Message

Main Danger

Safety Message

Main Danger

Safety Message
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Many schools invite visitors to their school or to individual classrooms. This
technique aims to get the most from such a visit. It is in line with developments in
thinking skills and capabilities within the revised curriculum and follows the Plan Do
Review approach.
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PLAN DO

REVIEW
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P5 ‐ P7

Personal Development ‐ The ‘Visitor Technique’

The following are suggested starting points:

PLAN

• How will we invite the visitor? (Telephone, letter, email)  How will we word the
letter?  Does the visitor need directions?

• What do we want to find out about?  What questions will we ask?  Generate, sort
and allocate the questions to particular pupils. Rehearse the questions.

• Will the visitor want to ask us any questions?  How will we do this?
• How does the classroom need to be arranged?
• Will we thank the visitor at the end of the visit?  What will we say and who will do

that?
• How will we behave when the visitor is here?
• Does the visitor need to be met and escorted to and from the classroom?  Who will

do this?  What would you say when you meet the visitor at the reception and when
they are leaving?

DO

The pupils carry out the tasks as discussed

REVIEW

• After the visit, it is useful to look at these areas:
• What did we learn?
• What did we learn from having a visitor that was different from books or the

computer?
• Did the visit go the way we expected or did things happen we had not planned

for? If so, how did we cope with the unexpected?
• What would we do differently the next time?

Do we need to thank the visitor eg with a letter? What will we say?
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FARM SAFETY

Facilitator Evaluation Form

School 

Class Date

1. Were the contents of the programme age appropriate?

Yes No

Comments

2. Was the information given sufficient?    

Yes No

Comments

3. Were the activities/video/resources suitable?  

Yes No

Comments

Thank you for taking time to complete this form

Please return to: HSENI, 83 Ladas Drive, Belfast BT6 9FR
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FARM SAFETY

How Was It?

School 

Class Date

1. How was today’s talk on Farm Safety?

Helpful Unhelpful

Fun Boring

2. The most important things I learnt were:

3. I want to know more about…

Pupil evaluation sheet to be used internally by facilitator
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Are Children At Risk On Your Farm?

A Safety Checklist For Parents/Carers

Children who live on or visit farms are at risk of injury or death from the
dangers that exist within the working farm environment.

The following checklist will help you to identify the main hazards on your farm. Read
the questions and tick the box that applies to your farm. 

Safe Play Area

Do children have a securely enclosed play area sited close to the farm dwelling for
ease of supervision? Yes No

A safe play area is the primary means of protection for young children on
the farm

Tactors and Machinery

Do you allow children to ride on or drive tractors? Yes No

Do you allow children to ride on other farm machinery or implements?
Yes No

Are tractors always left locked with the handbrake on and any attachments lowered
to the ground? Yes No

It is against the law for a child under the age of 13 to ride on or drive
a tractor
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Are Children At Risk On Your Farm?

A Safety Checklist For Parents/Carers

Heavy Objects

Are heavy objects or farm equipment around the farmyard stored securely so that
they cannot be knocked over by a child? Yes No

Are fertiliser bags, round bales or building materials securely stacked?
Yes No

Drowning Risk

Are open slurry storage areas securely fenced off to prevent children from
gaining entry? Yes No

Are manholes over covered tanks fitted with a secondary grid beneath the cover?
Yes No

Are sheep dipping areas fenced off and covered when not in use?
Yes No

Farm Traffic

Are children kept away from farm traffic and busy work areas?
Yes No

Are traffic routes arranged to avoid or reduce the need for reversing close to the
farm dwelling / play area? Yes No

Are visiting drivers aware that there may be children about?
Yes No
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Are Children At Risk On Your Farm?

A Safety Checklist For Parents/Carers

FARM ANIMALS

Can children easily enter yards and pens where potentially dangerous animals are
kept? Yes No

Are children always supervised during contact with the animals?
Yes No

Are children always told to wash their hands after contact with the animals or their
surroundings? Yes No

QUAD BIKES

Do you allow children to ride on an adult quad bike? Yes No

Do you allow children to ride as a passenger on a quad bike?
Yes No

Do you always remove the key from a quad bike when it is left unattended?
Yes No
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Are Children At Risk On Your Farm?

A Safety Checklist For Parents/Carers

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

Are all chemicals, pesticides and other poisonous substances kept in a locked storage
area? Yes No

Are all animal medicines, dosing guns and syringes locked away safely?
Yes No

If you have ticked any of the boxes with a hazard warning sign, children
may be at risk on your farm.

For further advice on making your farm a safer place for children, please contact:

Health and Safety Executive for Northern Ireland

83 Ladas Drive

Belfast

BT6 9FR

Helpline: 0800 0320 121

Website: www.hseni.gov.uk
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FARM SAFETY

5 Things I have Learnt About Farm Safety
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Children at Risk on Farms
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Children at Risk on Farms



www.kidshealth.org/parent/firstaid_safe/outdoor/farm_safety.html

www.hse.gov.uk/agriculture

www.hseni.gov.uk/kids.cfm

www.fs4jk.org (activities for kids)

www.acc.co.nz (follow links – Injury Prevention – Rural Safety –
Children and Farm Safety)

www.ohioline.osu.edu/lines/farm.html (follow link - farm safety)

Please note: As the information provided by the above websites relates to
different countries, legislative information may be different to that of the
United Kingdom.
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This certificate has been awarded to

For taking part in a 
‘Farm Safety’ Session

Date:

Facilitator
Signed:



Why not hold an In‐House Poster Competition?

The children could design a poster based on the dangers highlighted in the
‘Dangerous Playground’ video. The video, competition rules and poster template are
available to download from the CD-ROM.

There could be two age categories,
under 8’s and 8-11 years old. HSENI are
providing prizes for two winners per
school or per class until June 2008.

Support Material

The leaflets ‘Avoid Harm on the Farm’
Children’s Guide and ‘Avoid Harm on
the Farm’ Adult’s Guide are
designed for children and
parents/carers of children living on
or visiting farms. The leaflets could
be distributed to the children for
them to bring home for their parents/carers
along with the ‘Safety Checklist for Parents/Carers’.
Copies of the leaflet can be downloaded from CD-ROM
or HSENI’s website or hard copies can be ordered from
HSENI.

Leaflets and advice can be obtained from:-

Health and Safety Executive for Northern Ireland
83 Ladas Drive
Belfast
BT6 9FR

Tel: 028 9024 3249
Fax: 028 9023 5383
Helpline: 0800 0320 121
Website: www.hseni.gov.uk
Email: hseni@detini.gov.uk
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